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The Living Room (1941-43 ) :Balthus / IraSadoff
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but
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study composition,
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in a school
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a
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overhead.
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stands
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father the melodies
ible. After the first child was born mother promised
now
the
German
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house;
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secretly, and the music played
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faint impression.
EarUer today there was a hint this household was not quite so intact. The
a
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a
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a
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the parents arrive to collapse on that
should not cause surprise. And when
same couch, no words
The adults save their
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where everything
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Lives of the Saints, Part I / Jon Anderson
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is the rain on Mozart's

grave,
Shearing to gUssandi.
do you Uttle lie, exhausted, whole,
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Sweet Amadeus,
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I'd trade my part in this to bear your song:
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